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Let us assume that the inequality holds for any particular valuek of n. 

i.e. we assume, (1+ p) >1+ kp 
Multiplying both sides of this inequality by 1+p (>0), 

(1+ p) (1+ p)> (1+ p)(1+kp) 
(1+P>(1+k)p + kp? >(1+k)p, :: kp? >0 

Thus it is observed that the inequality holds for n= k + 1, if it holds 

for n= k 

or, 

But, it has been proved that the inequaiity is true for n = 2, so it is true 

for n=2+1 =3, and as it is true for n=3, it must be true for n = 4 and 

o on. Thus the inequality holds good for any integral value of n22. 
Note: The above inequality is true for n>1, even if n is not a positive 

integer. 
1.14. Null Sequence: A sequence is said to be a null sequence, if 

lim x,= 0, 
i.e, for any positive number e, however smal1, there exists a positive inte- 

ger N, such that , <e, for all n > N. 

Theorem: The sequencexis a ull sequence if <1 
We note that, if x = 0, each term of the sequence is 0 and so x" ->0 

as ndo. 
when x0, must be positive proper fraction, 

so we take r|= h where h>0 

Now"=_ 

(1+h" 1+nh 

(1+h>1+nh by Bernoulli's inequality. 

Therefore, t <e, if n> hE 

-0e if na =N (6say) or, 

he 

Hence, the sequence is a null sequence, if xl <1. 
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1.15. Theorems on Sequence & Monotone Sequence. 

In this article a few important theorems on sequence will be discussed; 

these theorems are useful in solving problems of convergence ot sequences. 

Theorem I. A convergent sequence 
determines its limit uniquely. 

Proof: If possible, and l, be two distinct limits of a convergent 

sequence {xn 

Since and l2 are distinct, h #l2, we can take I -l2 =ö, where 8 

1S a non-zero positive number. Now, let us choose a positive number E, 

such that e<ð. 

since and l2 are two distinct limits of the sequence x,} 

k-41e for n> N and , -1< E for n> N2, where Ni and 

N depends on the chosen e. 

Thus for n> N = max( N1, N2) 

4-1=-h)-(, -4) s, -4l+k -

<ee= e for n> N 

Thus we find 8 <e, and we arrive at a contradiction. 

Thus, the assumption that the sequence x,has two distinct limits is 

not true. 

Hence, a convergent sequence 
determinenes its limit uniquely. 

Theorem II. Every comvergent sequence is bounded. 

Proof: Let the sequence Xn}be bounded having a unique limiting 

value. 

Then ,-|<¬, for all n2 N, 

N being a positive integer depending on E 
i.e. 7-e<X, <l+ E, when n2 N 

and L and M be the least and greatest of the numbers 

X,2,X3,XN-1,-6/+ E 

Thus we have L Sx, S M for all values of n. 
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Thus the sequence x,is bounded both below and above, i.c. 

is a bounded sequence 
Note: The comverse of this theorem is not always true. 

1. As an example let us consider the sequence {1(-1" 
i.e. {0,2,0.2... 

Obviously, the sequence is bounded, but does not converge to a definite 

limit. 
2. Again, the sequence -1)"= {-1,1,-1,1,... is also bounded, but is 

not convergent. 

Theorem III. If LSx, s M for all n and if exist and 

lim x=l then L < ls M 
n- 

Proof: Let e be an arbitrary positive number 

There exists an integer N for which 

for all n2 N 

-E<-l <E for all n 2N or, 

-E< <l+e for all n2N (1) Or, 

xM for all n using (1) we get I-e< X, S M 

1.e. -E< M or, 1-M <E 

Thus-M is less than arbitrary positive number. 

1-M is negative or zero. 

i.e. I- M s0 or, IsM 

Again since LSx, for all n, we get from (1) 

LSx, <lt e ie. L<l+e ie. L-I <e 

: e is arbitrary positive L-i s0 or, Lsl. 

This completes the proof. 

Corollary: If {r,} is a sequence of positive terms then lim x, 20 
n-00 

provide the limit exists. 
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ded above, 
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Theorem IV. A 
monotonic 

increasing 
sequence, 

which is bounded above 

creasing 

sequence, 

which is 
bounde 

4S COvergent 
and converges 

to its exact upper 
bound 

or 
supremum. 

ded below, 

Proof: A monotonic 
increasing 

sequence 
,is 

always 
bounded below, 

tor X, 2a"}, for all 
nEN. 

Agaim 
since ,is 

bounded 
above, if M be the exact upper bound of 

, then 

() X, S M for all neN 

(11) and given any e> 0), there exists at least one 
member of x, 

Say p, Such that Xp < M-e, 

Since the sequence 
{x,is 

monotonic 
increasing, 

Xn>M-e, for 

np. 
Again from (i) x, < M for all n eN, whereby x, < M+ ¬, for each n. 

Thus M- E<X, < M+ ¬. for all n 

and so lim x, 
= M 

Hence the theorem is established. 

Theorem 
V.Amonotonic decreasing sequence bounded below is comvergent 

and converges to its exact lower bound. 

The proofof this theorem is exactly similar to that o 
Theorem IV proved 

above. 

Theorem VI.A monotonic increasingsequence diverges to +0, if it is not 

bounded above. 

Proof: Since the sequence {x, is monotonic increasing, x+! >X for all 

neN. and as x, is not bounded above, there exists at least one number, 

say x of the sequence such that xm> M, M being a large positive 

number. and since *nis monotonic increasing Xn+1 Xm+2» ... are all 

greater than M. 

Therefore, x,> M, for all n2m 

i.e. lim x, 
= 0 

Hence, the sequence x,diverges to +00 

Theorem VII. A monotonic decreasing sequence diverges to -o0, if not 
bounded below. 

The proof is similar to that of Theorem VI, taken above. 
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Theorem VIII. (Squeeze Theorem) 

Suppose x, and z, are sequences of real numbers such that, 

for some integer m, r, Sy, $7, for all integer n 2 m 

and that lim r, = limz, =l. Then the sequence yis convergent and 

n- 
lim y, = l also. 

Proof: Let E>0 be arbitrary. There exist integers N, and N, such that 

-<E for all n2 N 

-e for all n2N 

Let N, = max {N,,N,}N, 2N and N^ 2N 

Then above two inequalities can be written as 

-<E for all n2N, 
n2 N3 

and -E for all 
In other words, 

-e< x, <l+ e and -e< z, <l+ e for all n2 N3 

Let N= max{m, N;}. Then we have 

- e<x, <lt e and - e< Z <l+ e 

and , ` y, ` z, for all n2 N 

Combining these, I- E< x, ̀  y, $ z, <l+ e for all n2 N 

i.e. 1-E< y, <l+ e or, y <E for all n2 N 

SO, yis convergent and lim y, = 

Note. In above theorem if x, y, [ z, for all n then obviously the result 

hold as there we may suppose m= 1. 

sinn 
Illustration. Find the convergency/ divergency of the sequence 

n 

Sinse-1S sinn SI 

sinns for all integer n. 
n n 


